Workshop Agenda

1. Introduction
   - Why
   - What
   - How
   - Where

2. Create your own Semapedia Tags

3. Tagging Session (Beyond Workshop)

Demo!
Our Goal

To connect places and things with Wikimedia knowledge that matters
Example: Wikimania

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikimania
Create Semapedia Tags

Create your own Semapedia Tags: Enter a Wikipedia URL
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikimania

Create my Tags!
“Tagging” - Action

Please always ask for permission
Reading Semapedia Tags

Scan Tag → Load URL

- Scan Tag
- Load URL

Hi! This is a physical hyperlink to the free online encyclopedia Wikipedia.

The URL is:

http://semapedia.org/v/Wikimania/en/wikipedia/
Read article on the spot

WikiMania is a conference for users of the wiki projects operated by the Wikimedia Foundation. The first conference was held in Frankfurt, Germany, August 4–8, 2005. WikiMania 2006 is planned for August 4–6.

The program included presentations, workshops, and tutorials to give an overview of the current state of research on wikis and free knowledge projects.
Semapedia in the world
Big in Japan: “Everyware”
Part 2. Do it yourself!